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© 2019 Perspectum Diagnostics Ltd.  All rights reserved.

No part of this publication may be reproduced, transmitted, transcribed, stored in a retrieval system or 
translated into any language or computer language, in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, 
magnetic, optical, chemical, manual or otherwise, without the prior written permission of Perspectum 
Diagnostics Ltd. All logos or products mentioned in this manual are the registered trademarks or copyrights of 
Perspectum Diagnostics Ltd and are used for informational purposes only. 

Copyright

For support and advice please contact:
Perspectum Diagnostics 
Telephone: +44 (0) 1865 655343
Email: support@perspectum-diagnostics.com

This guidance is intended to be used as a reference guide for the interpreting clinician using LiverMultiScan 
reports. It is expressly not intended to be relied upon by the reader for instruction as to the practice of 
medicine. Any clinician reading this information is reminded that they must use their own learning, training 
and expertise in dealing with their individual patients. This material does not substitute for that duty and is not 
intended by Perspectum Diagnostics Ltd to be used for any purpose in that regard. The interpreting clinician 
bears the sole responsibility for the diagnosis and treatment of patients.

LiverMultiScan does not make diagnostic recommendations. LiverMultiScan provides measurements derived 
from MR data which can be used for tissue quantification which may be used as part of a wider diagnostic 
process. Any conclusions arrived at can only be made by a trained clinician interpreting such measurements. 
In this sense, the clinician needs to take into consideration the modality, in this case MR, and LiverMultiScan’s 
limitations and accuracy when integrating the information from MR data, as presented LiverMultiScan, into a 
wider diagnostic process. 
This guidance refers to LiverMultiScan version 3 (LMSv3) and subsequent iterations of the product LMSv3.x.x. 

Use and limitation
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The LiverMultiScan Device
LiverMultiScan is a software application for non-invasive liver tissue characterisation that enables the 
generation, display and review of two-dimensional medical image data, in the form of a quantitative report, for 
interpretation by a trained clinician.

Is LiverMultiScan a medical device?
Yes. LiverMultiScan is a Magnetic Resonance Diagnostic Device regulated under Section 21 CFR 892.1000 
of the United States Code of Federal Regulations. It is a Class II device with product code LNH (Magnetic 
Resonance Imaging System). It is cleared for commercial use in the United States under Premarket Notification 
510(k) number K190017.

Caution: Federal law restricts this device to sale by or on the order of a licensed healthcare practitioner.

In Europe, LiverMultiScan is classified as a Class IIa device using rule 10 in Annex IX of the Council Directive 
93/42/EEC.

What is the intended use?
LiverMultiScan (LMSv3) is indicated for use as a magnetic resonance diagnostic device software application 
for non-invasive liver evaluation that enables the generation, display and review of 2D magnetic resonance 
medical image data and pixel maps for MR relaxation times. 

LiverMultiScan (LMSv3) is designed to utilize DICOM 3.0 compliant magnetic resonance image datasets, 
acquired from compatible MR Systems, to display the internal structure of the abdomen including the liver. 
Other physical parameters derived from the images may also be produced. 

LiverMultiScan (LMSv3) provides a number of tools, such as automated liver segmentation and region of 
interest (ROI) placements, to be used for the assessment of selected regions of an image. Quantitative 
assessment of selected regions include the determination of triglyceride fat fraction in the liver (PDFF), T2* and 
iron-corrected T1 (cT1) measurements. PDFF may optionally be computed using the LMS IDEAL or three-point 
Dixon methodology.
These images and the physical parameters derived from the images, when interpreted by a trained clinician, 
yield information that may assist in diagnosis.”

Who is the legal manufacturer?

Perspectum Ltd
Gemini One
5520 John Smith Dr
Oxford
OX4 2LL
United Kingdom 

Date of manufacture: March 2020

UDI for LMSv3.3.0:   *+B554LMS30/$+300AAP* 
UDI for LMSv3.2.0:   B554LMS320AA0
UDI for LMSv3.1.0:    B554LMS3100
UDI for LMSv3.0.1:   B554LMS3000
UDI for LMSv3.0.0:   B554LMS3000
Owner/Operator Number:  10056574
Establishment Registration Number: 3014232555
Premarket Notification Number:  K190017

What does LiverMultiScan measure?
LiverMultiScan provides metrics for T2*, iron-corrected T1 (cT1) and proton density fat fraction (PDFF). Unlike 
conventional MRI, LiverMultiScan is a multi-parametric MRI software application that uses a series of images to 
calculate quantitative parametric maps. LiverMultiScan is unique in that it offers three types of parametric maps 
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Caution: The clinician must be cautious when interpreting the T2* relaxation time and note that it is field 
strength dependent.

What is cT1?
Corrected T1 (cT1) related to the amount of extracellular fluid present in the liver parenchyma. cT1 is derived 
from T1 and T2* maps. T1 is a measure of the longitudinal (spin-lattice) relaxation time, measured in milliseconds 
(ms), of a given substance. The T1 of a tissue depends on its free water content, which relates to the proportion 
of the extracellular fluid in the tissue. 

Proton-dense tissues with a low water content, such as fat, have very short T1 values, while tissues with a high-
water content, such as muscle and the spleen have much longer T1 values. When tissue is inflamed or scarred 
(fibrotic), changes in the structural organization of the tissue, due to tissue remodelling, mean that the water 
content increases, leading to longer T1 values. 

T1 is used clinically as a biomarker for the assessment of myocardial inflammation and fibrosis2. The application 
of T1 as a biomarker for inflammation and fibrosis in the liver is impeded by the high prevalence of elevated 
liver iron3. In a conventional T1 map, the local magnetic effects exerted by the iron artificially shorten the T1 
measurement, leading to potential underestimation of disease. 

LiverMultiScan uses the T2* map to correct for signal changes related to iron deposits, producing a corrected 
T1 map, referred to as cT1. This iron-corrected T1 map compensates for the effects of elevated iron from T1 
measurements4. cT1 is sensitive to inflammation, fibrosis and liver fat (PDFF).

Like T2*, T1 and cT1 are both measured in milliseconds (unit ms). The cT1 metric is calculated either:
• From the average of all pixels in the ROIs placed on the cT1 parametric maps or;
• An average of all the pixels within the contours of the liver generated by automatic liver segmentation. 

in one short scan, namely a T2* map, a cT1 map, and a PDFF map. These metrics have been shown to correlate 
with histological measures of iron, fibroinflammatory disease, and fat. Collectively these parametric maps are 
the metrics produced as part of our multi-parametric MRI offering. 

The meaning of each of the metrics – T2*, cT1 and PDFF – and the way in which a clinician might interpret the 
results produced by LiverMultiScan, is explained below.

What is T2*?
T2* related to the iron content of the liver tissue at a specific field strength. It is a measure of the transverse 
(spin-spin) relaxation of a given tissue. The T2* of a tissue is affected by local magnetic susceptibility 
effects, including those caused by iron deposits. In the liver, iron deposits typically in the form of ferritin and 
hemosiderin, cause inhomogeneities and distortions in the magnetic field and have a measurable effect on T2*. 
T2* is measured in milliseconds (ms) and is field strength dependent. Images acquired from a 1.5T scanner will 
have longer values than those from a 3T scanner.  

Within the context of LiverMultiScan, T2* is the metric that relates to the iron content of the liver tissue at a 
specific field strength. T2* is not a direct measurement of Hepatic Iron Concentration (mg Fe/mg dry weight 
tissue) but the two are strongly correlated. 1

The T2* metric on the quantitative analysis output from the individual statistical properties of all ROIs placed 
on the T2* parametric map (by a trained operator). The operator is trained Perspectum data analyst, not a 
radiographer. The T2* metric is displayed as a median and interquartile range (IQR).

Please note: Tissues with high iron typically have very short ms values of T2*, while tissues with very low iron 
have longer ms values. 
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Caution: The clinician must be cautious when interpreting cT1 at the highest (>35% for IDEAL processing 
and >30% for DIXON processing) physiological levels of hepatic fat. 

Caution: Measurements of T1 by LiverMultiScan demonstrate a proportional bias relative to the ground 
truth (IR spin echo relaxometry). This should be considered when reviewing results produced by 
LiverMultiScan. 

What is PDFF?

Proton Density Fat Fraction (PDFF) is an estimate of the percentage of fat within a tissue. It is defined as the 
proportion of the mobile proton density in the liver attributable to fat. PDFF is quantified from the ratio of fat/
(fat+water) components in images and is expressed as a percentage (%). The PDFF metric on the quantitative 
analysis output is a summarised metric from the individual pixels within all of the ROIs placed on the PDFF 
parametric map or an average of all the pixels within the contour generated by automatic liver segmentation. 
The PDFF metric is displayed as a median and IQR. PDFF is quantified by either the 3-point DIXON method 
or the IDEAL (Iterative Decomposition of water and fat with Echo Asymmetry and Least squares estimation) 
method.

Caution: DIXON and IDEAL imaging methods can be susceptible to fat and water components being 
erroneously swapped, leading to an incorrect liver tissue fat percentage. LiverMultiScan uses a three-
point DIXON method or multi-spectral point IDEAL. IDEAL and MAGO IDEAL are robust against fat/water 
swaps, but in some cases, this may still occur using either method. 

Caution: Due to the positive T1 bias and simplified fat model from DIXON acquisitions it is known that 
the DIXON acquisition moderately underestimating the PDFF which may impact accuracy, this should be 
considered when reporting DIXON acquired PDFF metrics.

What are reference physiological ranges for T2*, cT1 and PDFF?
The reference ranges presented in Table 1 should be used as a guideline for expected values in a ‘healthy’ 
population when interpreting the LiverMultiScan report. 

Biopsy 

T2* 3T ms > 12.5 ms4 at 3T 12.5 ms is the lower limit of normal at 3T
T2* 1.5T ms > 20 ms5 at 1.5T 20 ms is the lower limit of normal at 1.5T
cT1 1.5T

and 3T
ms 633-794 ms Reference range from 95% confidence interval 

on cT1 distribution in healthy subjects with BMI 
< 25kg/m2 and liver fat < 5%

PDFF 1.5T
and 3T

% < 5.6% 6 Normal reference range is less than 5.6%

Metric Field
strentgh

Unit Reference
ranges Interpretation

Caution: The clinician remains responsible for the proper clinical evaluation of the patient and/or 
consideration for medical history. The reference ranges given should not be used solely to make a 
diagnostic decision. Liver function tests, blood tests, ultrasound scanning, as well as liver biopsy are all 
expected to be used, at the discretion of a qualified clinician, in addition to information obtained from 
the use of the LiverMultiScan report, in order to reach a diagnostic decision. 

Table 1 - Physiological reference ranges for T2*, cT1 and PDFF.

cT1 metrics are displayed as a median and IQR for both the ROI method and automatic segmentation method. 
A histogram of the pixels within the segmented area is also displayed.  
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Accuracy and precision of LiverMultiScan
It is important to understand the limitations in the performance of LiverMultiScan. Table 2 and Table 3 below 
provide a summary of performance characteristics. Values provided are limits of agreement with 95% 
confidence interval.

Biopsy 

T1 18.89% lower than the ground truth
T2* -9.31 to 7.53%

DIXON PDFF < 30% -7.37 to 1.72%
DIXON PDFF > 30% -28.93 to 6.83%
IDEAL PDFF < 30% -1.17 to 1.43%
IDEAL PDFF > 30% -5.05 to 10.70%

Metric Accuracy
95% CI Limits of Agreement

Table 2 – Performance Testing: Accuracy

Biopsy 

cT1 (ROI) - 94.38 to 63.38 ms -89.70 to 120.58 ms
cT1 (Segmentation) - 76.93 to 59.39 ms -84.91 to 121.79 ms

T2* - 6.07 to 5.70 ms -3.68 to 6.35 ms
DIXON PDFF (ROI) -1.77 to 3.64 % -6.21 to 2.63%

DIXON PDFF 
(Segmentation)

-1.20 to 1.06% -3.14 to 0.88%

IDEAL PDFF (ROI) -1.92 to 1.54% -2.66 to 2.77
IDEAL PDFF 

(Segmentation)
-1.83 to 1.28 % -1.74 to 1.21

Metric
Repeatability

95% CI Limits of Agreement

Table 3 – Performance Testing: Precision

Reproducibility
95% CI Limits of Agreement
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LiverMultiScan is provided to the clinician as a quantitative report, similarly to that of a blood test. It gives 
summary metrics for T2*, corrected T1 (cT1) and Proton Density Fat Fraction (PDFF) as well as images of the 
parametric maps generated. The LiverMultiScan report is typically 4 pages (for a single slice analysis) and can 
be longer for a multi slice analysis. It contains a summary page, analysis pages and an acquisition details page. 

Summary page
The Summary page (Figure 1) provides a summary of the quantitative analysis.  An example summary page is 
shown in Figure 1. The key features are denoted numerically.

Figure 1 - Report Summary Page.

1

3

2

4

5

6

1.  Scanning center details. Center name and address.
2. Scan date, Patient identifiers and referring clinician. Date of the acquisition. Automatically generated from 
DICOM if available. If not, left blank. It is not possible to edit the patient identifiers or the referring clinician.
3. Summary statistics. The median and IQR metrics across all ROIs, for each of cT1 (if acquired), T2* and PDFF 
parametric maps. If segmentation is used, then ‘Whole Liver’ median and IQR metrics for cT1 and PDFF are 
given. 
4. Summary images. One image from each parametric map type.
5. Space for clinician notes. Left intentionally blank for interpreting clinician to provide input.
6. Software version.

Information: Responsibility for entering the correct patient identifiers lies with the MRI acquisition center. 

The LiverMultiScan Report
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Analysis pages
The Summary page (Figure 1) provides a summary of the quantitative analysis.  An example summary page is 
shown in Figure 1. The key features are denoted numerically.

Information: It is not possible to directly compare the metrics generated by the ROI method and the 
segmentation method for either the cT1 or the PDFF maps. When using the ROI method, only the voxels 
within the placed ROI are quantified to give the median and IQR metrics displayed on the summary 
page and the per-slice pages following in the report. When the whole-liver segmentation method is 
used, a contour of the liver is drawn and all voxels within this contoured boundary are quantified to give 
the ‘Whole liver’ median and IQR metrics, as well as a histogram of the distribution of voxels within the 
contour.

cT1 ROI’s
The contents of the cT1 page when ROIs are placed, as per Figure 2, are as follows

1
2

3

4 5

6

7

Figure 2 - cT1 Analysis Page with ROIs.

1.  Scanning center details. Center name and address. 
2. Scan date, Patient identifiers and referring clinician. Date of the acquisition. Automatically generated from 
DICOM if available. If not, left blank. It is not possible to edit the patient identifiers or the referring clinician.
3. Explanation of analysis. Scanner details and date of analysis.
4. cT1 statistics summary. The median of the average of all pixels in the in the placed cT1 ROIs, together with 
the IQR and reference range. Also displayed are the number of slices analyzed and the total number of ROIs 
placed.
5. Graphical representation of cT1. This is provided in the context of the cT1 reference range. Note that cT1 is 
corrected for field strength and manufacturer. cT1 is shown graphically as median and IQR.
6. cT1 images with placed ROIs.
7. Software version.
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Caution: The LiverMultiScan colormap maps are designed for maximum contrast on cT1 values of the 
liver parenchyma. The colormap is simply a range of all possible abdominal values mapped onto a 
color scale, and not representative of any disease state or suggestive of a diagnostic decision. The 
LiverMultiScan colormap serves purely as a visual aid which should in no way be considered indicative 
of a diagnostic decision. The clinician must consider this when interpreting a cT1 image and, in particular, 
be aware of the non-meaning of the colors generated. 

Information: In some cases, there may not be a single ‘representative’ value. Heterogeneous patterns 
of liver fat and cT1 can occur in subjects with liver disease. If parametric maps appear heterogenous 
and acquisition problems (see Factors associated with image acquisition which can affect quality of 
parametric maps) have been ruled out, it can be concluded that local elevations in parameters may be 
a reflection of regional heterogeneity of signal changes.

cT1 whole slice liver statistics
The contents of the cT1 page when no ROIs are placed and whole liver statistics are used, as per Figure 3, are 
as follows.

Figure 3 -  cT1 Analysis Page with Whole Liver Statistics.

1.  Scanning center details. Center name and address. 
2. Scan date, Patient identifiers and referring clinician. Date of the acquisition. Automatically generated from 
DICOM if available. If not, left blank. It is not possible to edit the patient identifiers or the referring clinician.
3. Explanation of analysis. Scanner details and date of analysis.
4. cT1 statistics summary. The median of whole liver statistics, together with the IQR and reference range. Also 
displayed are the number of slices analyzed.
5. Graphical representation of cT1. In the context of the cT1 reference range. Note that cT1 is corrected for field 
strength and manufacturer. cT1 is shown graphically as median and IQR.
6. cT1 images with whole liver statistics.
7. Histograms. Histogram of segmented area, showing the cT1 mode.
8. Software version.

1
2

3

4 5

6 7

8
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T2* and PDFF (ROI)
The key features of the T2*/PDFF page, as shown in Figure 4, are as follows.

Figure 4 - T2* and PDFF ROI Analysis Page.

1

2

3 4

6

7

9

8

5

1.  Scanning center details. Center name and address.
2. Scan date, patient identifiers and referring clinician. Date of the acquisition. Automatically generated from 
DICOM if available. If not, left blank. It is not possible to edit the patient identifiers or the referring clinician.
3. T2* statistics summary. The median of the average of all pixels in the placed T2* ROIs, together with the IQR 
and reference range. Also displayed are the number of slices analyzed and the total number of ROIs placed.
4. Graphical representation of T2* median. In the context of the reference range. T2* is shown graphically as 
median and IQR.
5. T2* image(s) with ROI positioning.
6. PDFF statistics summary. The median of the average of all pixels in the placed PDFF ROIs, together with 
the IQR and reference range. Also displayed are the number of slices analyzed and the total number of ROIs 
placed.
7. Graphical representation of PDFF median. In the context of the reference range. PDFF is shown graphically 
as median and IQR.
8. PDFF image(s) with ROI positioning.
9. Software version.

Caution: The clinician must be cautious when interpreting the T2* relaxation time and note that it is field 
strength dependent.

Caution: The clinician must be cautious when interpreting the standard, linear grayscale map used to 
display the PDFF or T2*. It differs significantly from the calibrated LiverMultiScan grayscale map used by 
default for cT1 images. Great care must be taken to ensure the clinician is aware of the colormap applied 
to each image
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PDFF whole slice liver statistics
The contents of the PDFF page when no ROIs are placed and whole liver statistics are used, as per Figure 5, 
are as follows.

Figure 5 - PDFF Whole Slice Liver Analysis Page

1.  Scanning center details. Center name and address. 
2. Scan date, Patient identifiers and referring clinician. Date of the acquisition. Automatically generated from 
DICOM if available. If not, left blank. It is not possible to edit the patient identifiers or the referring clinician.
3. PDFF statistics summary. The median of whole liver statistics, together with the IQR and reference range. 
Note, IDEAL or DIXON can be used in this analysis. Also displayed are the number of slices analyzed.
4. Graphical representation of PDFF. In the context of the PDFF reference range. PDFF is shown graphically as 
median and IQR.
5. PDFF images. Parametric maps showing the outline of the liver segmentation.
6. Histograms. Histogram of segmented area with 1% bins.
7. Pie charts. Pie chart of the segmented area showing the liver fat % in pre-defined sections. , 
8. Software version.

1

2

3 4

5
6

7

8
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Acquisition details page
The Acquisition details page provides details of the acquisition, including any cautions or acquisition quality 
comments. It also includes literature references for reference/normal ranges. An example acquisition details 
page is shown in Figure 6. The contents are as follows.

Figure 6 -  Acquisition and analysis details page

1. Scanning center details. Center name and address.
2. Scan date, patient identifiers and referring clinician. Date of the acquisition. Automatically generated from 
DICOM if available. If not, left blank. It is not possible to edit the patient identifiers or the referring clinician.
3. Acquisition details. Scanner details and date of LMSv3 analysis.
4. Interpreting clinician information and cautions.
5. Automated cautions. This is the space where cautions will appear. Where the software has detected 
atypical RR intervals or poor shimming, this panel will be shown containing details of the specific series where 
the problem has been identified. This panel is not shown if there are no automatic cautions. Note that poor 
shimming cautions are only generated for Siemens data.
6. Image quality comments. These are entered by the operator. 
7. References. References to published literature containing reference values for quantified metrics 
(occasionally spread out onto two pages).
8. Software version.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

7
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How are the metrics calculated?
Quantification of images is achieved by placing Regions of Interest (ROIs). ROIs are circular regions placed 
on the parametric maps by a trained operator. For every ROI placed on a parametric map, LiverMultiScan 
calculates statistics in the form of the median and interquartile range (IQR) of the pixels within the ROI’s. The 
summary metric reported by LiverMultiScan is the median and IQR of all ROIs for a parametric map.

Factors associated with image acquisition which can affect quality of parametric maps
The use of LiverMultiScan is contingent on the acquisition of data of sufficient quality. As part of the 
Quantitative Analysis Service (Edison), image quality is assessed both automatically and manually. Typical 
acquisition problems are detailed in Table 4, together with exemplar report comments.

Biopsy 

Caution: cT1 slice 1 shows 
evidence of an atypical RR 
interval. This may generate 
misleading results.

T1 data acquisition is cardiac-gated.

There are a number of causes for an 
atypical RR interval:
• Patient has high heart rate;
• Patient has low heart rate, or 
individual beats are not picked up;
• Patient has variable heart rate, or 
beats are not picked up.

Where heartbeats are not picked 
up, calculated cT1 data can be 
underestimated.

Where missed heartbeats cannot be ruled 
out, it may not be possible to perform 
quantitation.

Caution: T2* slice 3 has 
been acquired outside 
the shim box. This may 
generate misleading 
results.

Whilst the patient acquisition manual 
stresses the importance of proper 
shimming prior to acquisition, poor 
shimming can occur due to human 
error or mechanical issues.

This can lead to regions of 
inhomogeneity in the parametric 
maps.

If inhomogeneity is confined to extra-
hepatic regions, ROIs can be placed in 
the liver. 

Where inhomogeneity is severe, it may 
not be possible to perform quantitation.

Evidence of motion Whilst the patient acquisition 
manual stresses the importance of 
controlled breathing to minimise 
the likelihood of motion, breathing 
and moving to get comfortable may 
occur.

This is typified as repetitive high 
and low intensity signal throughout 
the body in the anterior-posterior 
direction.

If motion is minimal, ROIs can be placed 
in unaffected regions. 

Where motion is severe, it may not be 
possible to perform quantitation.

Warning Reason? Impact on quantification
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Table 4 – Potential acquisition issues.

Susceptibility artefact Different tissues and materials 
have different magnetic 
susceptibilities, which produce 
signal inhomogeneity, particularly 
at air-tissue interfaces (e.g. breasts) 
and around stents and other metal 
implants.
Susceptibility artefacts appear as 
geometric distortion, with focal 
areas of very dark and very bright 
appearance. 

Where possible, ROIs are placed in areas 
free from geometric distortion. 

Where a suitable region cannot be 
found, it may not be possible to perform 
quantitation.

Fat/water swap The method of generating PDFF 
from DIXON data can occasionally 
fail, causing areas of high PDFF to 
appear uncharacteristically low (e.g. 
a PDFF of 10% for subcutaneous fat) 
and areas of relatively low PDFF to 
appear high (e.g. a PDFF of 95% for 
liver).

ROIs can be placed in parts of the liver 
that remain unaffected by the fat/water 
swap.

Low SNR (signal to noise) Reduced signal can be caused by 
mechanical issues, e.g. incorrect 
coil selection or biological issues, 
e.g. high iron, very small or large 
patients.

Images affected by low SNR can 
appears noisy or ‘grainy.’ In some 
cases, abdominal structures can be 
masked. 

ROIs can be placed in regions where 
there is high goodness-of-fit and low 
variance, if they exist.

If noise is too severe, it may not be 
possible to perform quantitation.

Suboptimal anatomical 
location

Images should be acquired to 
capture the maximum cross-
sectional area of the liver. 
Incorrect positioning of the patient 
prior to scanning or motion during 
scanning can result in the liver not 
being imaged.

ROIs can be placed if a sufficient area of 
the liver is captured within the parametric 
map.

If no liver tissue is visible, no 
quantification can be made.

Presence of contrast agent Contrast agents must not be 
administered prior to acquiring data. 

Where contrast agents have been 
administered, T1 and T2* will both be 
shortened.

If contrast agent has been administered, 
no quantification can be made.
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EDISON
Perspectum Diagnostics offers a Quantitative Analysis Service (Edison). Patients undergo an MRI scan at a 
Perspectum Diagnostics-cleared scanning center, the MRI scan will capture an abdominal image which includes 
the liver and the images are then analyzed using LiverMultiScan in Perspectum Diagnostics’ dedicated image 
analysis center. The results are subsequently returned to the scanning center for interpretation by a clinician. 
The clinician uses the information, as well as other diagnostic tests or procedures, to make a diagnosis. 
Figure 7 illustrates the Quantitative Analysis Service workflow with Edison. 

Figure 7 – Perspectum’s Qualitative Analysis Service facilitated by Edison.

Who performs the analysis on the acquired data?
Perspectum Diagnostics use trained operators based in our dedicated data analysis center. 

How is the quality of the data acquired assessed?
All data goes through both automated and manual Quality Control (QC) checks. Once a dataset passes the 
automated QC checks, our operators are trained to identify potential problems (artefacts), as detailed in Table 
4.

If a dataset appears severely affected by acquisition artefacts, the case is escalated to specialist teams within 
Perspectum Diagnostics to evaluate and recommend a slice and/or ROI, if at all possible. In some cases, the 
recommendation will be to reject the study.

How is the clinician informed of the quality of the acquired data and confidence in the reported metrics?
Operators are trained to report on the quality of the data acquired, carefully considering potential problems 
outlined in Table 4. This information is communicated as comments to the interpreting clinician in order to 
consider the quality comments in conjunction with the reported metrics. Repeated issues with image quality 
may lead to a remedial QC visit from PD to identify the root cause of the problems, and retrain the MR 
radiographer, if required.
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How robust are the quantification methods? 
Operator training focuses on the importance of consistency of ROI placement to minimise variation between 
reports. In performance testing where operators analyzed a number of datasets on two separate occasions, 
the limits of agreement between reported measures of cT1, T2* and PDFF were within 157ms, 12ms and 3.5%, 
respectively for the ROI method and 136ms and 3.1% for cT1 and PDFF, respectively for the segmentation 
method. Variation in reported metrics between operators was similar (55ms, 5ms and 1.2%, respectively).

How is quality assured?
The LiverMultiScan device was designed and developed in a controlled environment in compliance with 
ISO 13485 and IEC 62304 using modern practices and the LiverMultiScan code was peer-reviewed prior 
to undergoing rigorous performance testing. Performance testing constituted of in-vivo acquired scans of 
volunteers and phantom acquired scans, analyzed with the LiverMultiScan device to gain accuracy and 
precision metrics.

Perspectum Diagnostic teams install the LiverMultiScan MRI protocols and provide tailored training to the 
MR Radiographers at scanning centers. Sites are then cleared to ensure that both the MR scanner and MR 
radiographer(s) are able to produce images that meet quality standards. The data undergo automated quality 
checks prior to analysis by trained operators at Perspectum Diagnostics’ dedicated analysis center. Results are 
re-checked prior to returning the analyzed metrics to the scanning center.

Perspectum Diagnostics’ in-house analysts are highly trained with expert knowledge of the device, anatomical 
areas of interest, and radiological imaging. Prior to commencing analysis of clinical cases, analysts are 
thoroughly examined against strict acceptance criteria and their ongoing performance is periodically checked.

How secure is the service? 
Perspectum Diagnostics is in compliance with the UK Data Protection Act of 1998, and as such, is a registered 
data controller with the Information Commissioner’s Office. In addition, our QAS infrastructure is compliant with 
the US Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) and the US Health Information Technology 
for Economic and Clinical Health Act (HITECH).

Perspectum Diagnostics’ data security infrastructure is supported by an ISO 27001 and ISO 13485 compliant 
quality management system designed around a defence-in-depth approach with multiple layers of redundancy, 
surveillance, physical access controls, and audit logs. Access to the Edison portal is controlled and secured 
by SSL encryption mandating a HTTPS protocol for web-based data transmissions to prevent eavesdropping, 
tampering, and forgery. All data is encrypted while in storage in Edison and routinely backed-up to an 
alternative secondary physical location to ensure service continuity. 

Edison is hosted by Amazon Web Services (AWS), a market-leading provider of cloud platform solutions that 
employs rigorous and sophisticated security processes to guard data privacy from malicious or accidental 
incident.
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Cybersecurity
Cybersecurity is a critical part of ensuring that patient safety, patient information, healthcare networks, as well 
as your own devices are not compromised. The recommendations provided below are not a comprehensive 
list, but rather a sampling of issues that may be helpful in alleviating cybersecurity vulnerabilities. Keeping your 
operating system, as well as the viewer used to view the pdf report produced by LMS up to date is strongly 
recommended. Other controls, such as firewalls or virtual private networks may also be appropriate. Please 
contact your system administrator if you believe this to be the case.
The use of antivirus software is recommended. It is important that your antivirus software is kept up to date and 
routine scans are performed at appropriate intervals. This may aid in protecting your device from malware, as 
well as other devices on your network.

Malware is a general term that refers to many types of threats, such as the following:
• Virus: Harmful software that replicates itself and spreads itself to other devices
• Adware and spyware: Embedded in free software, such as weather trackers and screensavers; this type of 
malware generates ads and tracks user behaviour
• Phishing: Seemingly safe links take users to malicious sites that gather personal data and login credentials, 
and can be found within websites, emails or even ads
• Pharming: Similar to phishing attacks, pharming attacks redirect users from a legitimate site to a malicious one
• Ransomware: When downloaded, ransomware blocks access to files and programs until users pay a set fee

Antivirus software may be useful in identifying and blocking incoming threats and scanning your device for 
existing malware. Reliable, tested malware protection aims to get to the root of an infection and completely 
remove it.

Information: If you believe your device had been infected or that the data transfer has been 
insecure, please contact your system administrator and email incidents@perspectum-diagnostics.com 
immediately.

Information: The clinician should follow cybersecurity best practices when viewing LMS reports.

What are the Cybersecurity recommendations for viewing reports produced by LiverMultiScan?
• Keep your operating system and applications up to date
• Protect your device with a strong and unique password
• Use a secure network connection
• Report suspected incidents to your administrator immediately
• Protect your device with an up to date, reliable antivirus package
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LiverMultiScan Frequently 
Asked Questions
What is LiverMultiScan?
LiverMultiScan is MR image post-processing software which provides a clinician with metrics that enable the 
estimation of metrics that correlate to fat, iron, and extracellular fluid of the liver.

Which physical properties of the liver can be measured?
LiverMultiScan is a tool which provides a clinician with metrics that corelate to fat, iron, and extracellular fluid 
of MRI images of the liver. The measure that relates to fat we call the Proton Density Fat Fraction (PDFF); the 
measure that relates to iron is called T2*; and the measure that relates to the amount of extracellular fluid is 
called corrected T1 (cT1). 

How do the metrics relate to physical quantities of liver tissue?
The metrics inherent in these parametric maps have been shown to correlate with physiological quantities, 
such as iron, fibrosis, inflammation and fat, offering the potential for non-invasive quantification of these 
properties1,2,3,4,5,6,9.

How accurate is the liver fat metric reported by LiverMultiScan?
LiverMultiScan uses established DIXON and IDEAL methodology, which is widely available, to report PDFF. 
Performance tests show that LiverMultiScan reports PDFF within 9% of lab analyzed fat samples (Ground Truth) 
for the DIXON method and within 3% for the IDEAL method.

How do the metrics reported by LiverMultiScan compare between MR systems?
Reproducibility studies where participants were scanned on different systems, show maximum limits of 
agreement (aross all systems) for cT1, T2*, and PDFF of 210ms, 10ms, and 5.3%, respectively. 

How can a clinician use LiverMultiScan to aid in making a diagnosis?
LiverMultiScan provides measurements derived from MR data which can be used for tissue quantification which 
may be used as part of a wider diagnostic process. These images and the physical parameters derived from 
the images, when interpreted by a trained clinician, yield information that may assist in diagnosis.

Although there is a broad spectrum of liver diseases, the overarching pathway from healthy to cirrhotic tissue is 
common to many conditions.

Injury to the liver parenchyma, such as deposition of liver fat as a result of poor diet, hereditary or acquired iron 
overload, or viral infection can all lead to an inflammatory response. Inflammation and fibrosis are increasingly 
believed to be part of a continuum of disease progression. If injury persists, collagen, the major component 
of scar tissue, is deposited. In the latter stages of fibrosis, the collagen fibres cross-link (known as bridging 
fibrosis), eventually resulting in the nodular phenotype that is the hallmark of cirrhosis.

Can a clinician use the analysis metrics in isolation to form a diagnosis?
No. The metrics on liver tissue characterisation provided by LiverMultiScan are exclusively intended for 
interpretation by clinicians as additional inputs forming part of a wider diagnostic process. LiverMultiScan is an 
aid to diagnosis and responsibility for diagnosis and treatment decisions remains the sole responsibility of the 
clinician.

Information: The clinician remains responsible for the proper clinical evaluation of the patient and 
consideration for medical history. Liver function tests, blood tests, ultrasound scanning, as well as liver 
biopsy are all expected to be used, at the discretion of a qualified clinician, in addition to information 
obtained from the use of the LiverMultiScan report, in order to reach a diagnostic decision.
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Who manufactures LiverMultiScan?
LiverMultiScan is manufactured by Perspectum Diagnostics Ltd., a company located in Oxford, United Kingdom.
Visit www.perspectum-diagnostics.com or contact us at information@perspectum-diagnostics.com or support@
perspectum-diagnostics.com.

What are the indications and contraindications?
LiverMultiScan should only be used in conjunction with abdominal MR images for visualization and 
quantification of liver tissue characteristics. LiverMultiScan is indicated for general use and does not have any 
specific demographic restrictions. LiverMultiScan is indicated for use where MRI is not contraindicated.

Caution: Routine MRI safety screening must be carried out to ensure patients do not have a 
contraindication for MRI scanning.

What are the diagnostic and therapeutic restrictions?
The following diagnostic and therapeutic restrictions apply. LiverMultiScan or reports produced by 
LiverMultiScan are not intended to be used in any of the following circumstances and any such use is expressly 
forbidden by Perspectum Diagnostics Ltd. 
• LiverMultiScan and the report produced by the device should not be used as the sole basis for forming a 
diagnosis. To do so would constitute a misuse of the device.
• LiverMultiScan and the report produced by the device should not be used for interpreting anything outside 
the liver. To do so would constitute a misuse of the device.
• LiverMultiScan and the report produced by the device should not be used as a control mechanism for biopsy 
guidance. To do so would constitute a misuse of the device.
• LiverMultiScan and the report produced by the device should not be used as the basis for surgical planning, 
the preparation, execution or post-operative assessment of surgical practices. To do so would constitute a 
misuse of the device.
• LiverMultiScan and the report produced by the device should not be used as a control mechanism for the 
delivery of treatment. To do so would constitute a misuse of the device.
• LiverMultiScan and the report produced by the device should not be used as the sole basis for evaluating the 
success or therapeutic response to treatment. To do so would constitute a misuse of the device.

LiverMultiScan is not clinically validated for the above and would not be sufficiently accurate to allow safe and 
efficacious use.

Caution: LiverMultiScan is not clinically validated for the above and would not be sufficiently accurate to 
allow safe and efficacious use.
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LiverMultiScan
Clinical Case Study

Case 1

“Borderline elevated LFTs. No indication of gross cirrhotic changes in structural MR. Here, the elevated cT1 of 
975ms compared to the normal range [633-794ms] is entirely in-keeping with severe infiltration and NASH-
related change. PDFF is 22.1%. There are no focal abnormalities.”  - Radiologist
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Case 2

“This is a 58 year old man, with a clinical indication of diabetes plus obesity. His PDFF [26.8%] showed severe 
diffuse fatty infiltration. cT1 [1120ms] is severely elevated indicating severe fibroinflammation. No focal features.”   
- Radiologist
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Case 3

“This is a 19 year old with ulcerative colitis since 2015. He’s on infliexamab and has raised ALP and ALT. 

Does he have PSC? There were  borderline cholangiographic changes and the structural MR looked normal 
with normal excretion, however the cT1 map demonstrates change in the biopsy region. [After this scan] we  
biopsied and he did have some mild features suggestive of early chronic biliary disease, such as early small 
duct Cholangiopathy.”   - Radiologist
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